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Tunable light shutters show their great potential as smart windows, especially when energy efficiency is
greatly entailed. Polymer-dispersed liquid crystals (PDLCs) are one of the most well-known and promis-
ing methods for smart window applications, but there are many obstacles to overcome or to develop fur-
ther. At first, PDLCs require high voltages not only when to switch from an opaque to a transparent state
but also to maintain the transparent state. A transparent mode, which can be produced by polymer-
stabilizing homeotropic alignment of LCs, can be one of the ways to reduce energy consumption signif-
icantly from this perspective. However, the most efficient material for the induction of the homeotropic
alignment, polyimide requires high temperature for the surface treatment process. Here we demonstrate
a low-temperature process for plastic substrates, allowed via a homeotropic alignment induction mole-
cule, premixed in LCs. The mixture before polymerization contains LCs, a reactive mesogen, and a home-
otropic alignment inducer. The homeotropic alignment inducer plays a role of polymer-stabilization as
well. We believe the result clearly suggests a novel approach to resolve the issues in establishing initial
structures and energy consumption of PDLCs for smart windows.

� 2022 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

In response to the global energy-saving policies, energy-
efficient smart windows are rapidly and widely spreading in build-
ings and automobiles. Liquid crystal (LC) based smart windows can
be switched between opaque (scattering) and transparent (trans-
mitted) states, and they are one of the most widely used methods
in this purpose. Polymer-dispersed liquid crystal (PDLC) or
polymer-networked liquid crystal (PNLC) are representative exam-
ples and classified in general depending on morphology of their
polymer network. The polymer morphology is highly related to
the concentration of monomers to LCs and is highly dependent
on how phase separation occurs during the polymerization. In gen-
eral, the concentration of 20–50 wt% in PDLC devices results in the
formation of LC droplets whose size is 0.4–30 lm [1,2]. Consider-
ing energy efficiency, PDLC devices consume high power because
biased voltage is required to keep the transparent mode, like nor-
mal glass windows [1–6]. When the concentration of monomers is
less than 10 wt%, polymer network is formed without LC droplets
and their morphology follows the initial alignment of LCs, which
is determined by the surface treatment. In this way, we can realize
a transparent PNLC mode as it is studied intensively in recent days
[7–9] and can find more reports utilizing homeotropic alignment
and negative dielectric isotropic LCs to reorient LCs in the plane
of substrates [6,8,10–13]. However, in these normally transparent
PNLCs, a polyimide alignment layer is required. The coating of
the polyimide requires high-temperature baking process about
200 �C, which may restrict the use of plastic substrates.

Removing the polyimide layer results in cost-efficient, short-
processing time, and the low-temperature processing extends the
application to plastic substrates. To induce homeotropic alignment
of LCs without the polyimide layer, LCs are mixed with additional
materials to function at the interface between LC and substrates.
Recent works have reported approaches to induce the homeotropic
alignment using nanoparticles, such as polyhedral oligomeric
silsesquioxane (POSS) [14–16], octadecyltrichlorosilane (OTS)
[12], hexadecyltrimethyammonium bromide (HTAB) [11]. These
reports using nanoparticles show a good homeotropic alignment
[12].

In this work, we demonstrate a LC light shutter, for a smart win-
dow, with normally transparent PNLC mode, replacing polyimide
by a homeotropic alignment material (HAM), which possesses
two roles of a homeotropic alignment inducer and photopolymer-
izable reactive mesogen (RM) [17,18]. The HAMmolecules are easy
to disperse in LCs, and the fabrication step can be reduced because
additional steps for the surface treatment are not required.
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Amorphous or random morphology of polymer networks in LC-
polymer composite systems often bring about hysteresis on
electro-optic characteristics upon LC reorientation. For example,
blue phase liquid crystal (BPLC) [19–22], optically isotropic liquid
crystal (OILC) [20,23–26], and PDLC [27] require high fraction of
polymers to LCs in order to sufficiently hold the LC alignment.
On the other hand, it seems relatively low concentration of poly-
mer is sufficient because the initial LC orientation for polymer-
stabilization in PNLC does not cost much elastic energy even if
LCs are homeotropically and uniformly aligned via HAM. When
single-sided UV irradiation still reaches the bounding substrate
with appropriate cell gap (about less than 5 lm), small amount
of polymers need to be formed on a substrate to hold initial LC ori-
entation [18]. However, our proposed PNLC mode requires a little
higher amount of polymer because the polymer network should
be formed across the cell thickness direction. Thus, it is important
to verify the hysteresis in PNLC system owing to the high-polymer
concentration [28] and to clarify the possible effect of unit cell
aging. We can resolve this issue by optimizing the polymerization
condition: the energy and geometry of UV irradiation. We show
hysteresis-free upon electric field strength-dependent haze mea-
surement with good transparent and opaque states. We confirmed
that the overall process was possible in room temperature.
2. Materials and methods

We prepared PNLC composites that consist of LC with negative
dielectric anisotropy (De = -1.99, ne = 1.748, no = 1.513, JNC Korea
Co., Ltd.), HAM 1 wt% to the host LC, RM (RM257, ne = 1.687,
no = 1.508, Merck), and a photo-initiator (Irgacure651, Sigma-
Aldrich) 0.5 wt% to the RM. The chemical structure of HAM, Irga-
Fig. 1. (a) Chemical structures of the materials used for the homeotropic alignment of L
transparent PNLC via homeotropic alignment of LCs: (b) the initial state after injection
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cure651, and RM are shown in Fig. 1(a). The mixture LC:RM was
capillary-injected in between two indium-tin oxide (ITO) coated
glass substrates as shown in Fig. 1(b). Right after the mixture
was injected into the cell, we believe the HAM molecules sponta-
neously migrate onto the surface, and they induce homeotropic
alignment of the LC and thus the RM molecules. After confirming
the homeotropic alignment, UV light was irradiated onto single
side or two sides of cells with the cell gap d � 10 lm (Fig. 1(c))
at 50 mW cm�2 for an hour unless otherwise mentioned. Upon
the UV exposure, the RM and HAMwere polymerized, and polymer
network was formed uniformly over cells. To measure transmit-
tance and haze as a function of applied voltage, a commercial
electro-optic measurement system (LCMS 200, Sesim Photonics
Technology) and a haze meter (COH 400, Nippon Denshoku) was
used and UV–vis spectrum was measured by using a UV–vis spec-
tra photometer (S-3100, Scinco). The polymer networks were
observed by FE-SEM (SUPRA40VP, Carl Zeiss) installed in the Cen-
ter for University-wide Research Facilities (CURF) at Jeonbuk
National University.
3. Switching principle

The switching principle of the proposed normally transparent
PNLC cell is shown in Fig. 2 when voltage is off (Fig. 2(a)) and on
(Fig. 2(b)). The transparent mode is achieved via polymer-
stabilized homeotropic alignment of LCs. We estimate difference
of the ordinary refractive index between the LCs and RMs as no,
RM – no,LC � 0.005 and ensure that the scattering occurs at the inter-
face is minor although the uniformity of the RM alignment would
slightly drop after polymerization. With voltage applied between
top and bottom ITO layers, LC with negative dielectric anisotropy
C and polymer network. Schematics of the fabrication process to achieve normally
of LC mixtures; (c) polymerization by UV exposure on both sides of the cell.



Fig. 2. Switching mechanism of normally transparent PNLC (a) transparent and (b) opaque state.
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reorients into the plane of the substrates with random azimuthal
orientation owing to the polymer network as shown in Fig. 2(b).
In this state, the refractive index difference becomes ne,LC – no,
RM � 0.24 so that scattering occurs.

4. Results and discussion

Fig. 3(a) shows electric field strength-dependent haze curves
with respect to the RM concentration. When the RM concentration
varies by 3, 6, and 10 wt%, the electric field strength-dependent
haze curves show 3.0, 3.8, 4.7 % of haze at the turn-off state. As
the electric field strength increases, optical scattering begins to
occur and the scattering gets significant at the interfaces between
LC and polymer network, and the haze is measured by 75.1, 84.3,
and 83.4 %, respectively, at 8 V lm�1. From the result, RM 6 wt%
was selected for further study for further improvement because
we found that the transparency and opacity are optimized in this
concentration.

Fig. 3(b) shows electric field strength-dependent haze curves of
the cell when the host mixture is mixed with 6 wt% of RM. We
observed hysteresis of the cell in the first three measurements
but verified that the aging of cells can help reducing the hysteresis.
At first, we explored the electro-optic performance of a cell with
single-sided UV irradiation at 5 mW cm�2 for 10 min. We increased
the electric field strength from 0 to 10 V lm�1, and measured the
haze, but the turn-off haze significantly increases as per repeating
the measurements. After aging the cell by repeating the electric
field strength sweep, the turn-off haze is partially but not fully
Fig. 3. Electric field strength-dependent haze curves of the normally transparent PNLC.
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recovered. The LC directors might be unable to return to the orig-
inal homeotropic alignment. From this result, we can verify that
the original LC alignment is unrecoverable even after 30 min of
relaxation. To improve this, we moved onto exploring the effect
of polymerization condition.

To form polymer network that can fully turn the original LC ori-
entation back, we focused on exploring the effect of UV exposure
energy as shown in Fig. 4. We measured electric field strength-
dependent haze curves of cells with various polymerization condi-
tion by varying UV intensity and exposure time, 5 mW cm�2 for
20 min (Fig. 4(a)), 50 mW cm�2 for 20 min (Fig. 4(b)), and 50
mW cm�2 for an hour (Fig. 4(c)). Although the results show
enhancement, the hysteresis still exists. We thus consider the
geometry of UV exposure, in a way that the UV is irradiated on
both sides of the sample cell to eliminate any possible asymmetric
formation of polymer networks along the cell thickness direction
or any incomplete remaining monomers or oligomers. As a result,
shown in Fig. 4(d), the hysteresis is reduced significantly, whose
degree is quantified as in Table 1.

In Fig. 4(e), we measured the optical spectrum of the cell from
Fig. 4(d) in the visible wavelength. As increasing the electric field
strength, overall transmittance decreases with no specific peak
owing to optical scattering, which means the opaque state effec-
tively interferes the visibility over the entire visible wavelength
range.

As the transparent and scattering modes are mainly dependent
on how the refractive indices of LC and RM, the haze property of
the transparent state can be interfered in an oblique view. Thus,
(a) When the RM concentration varies. (b) After aging process of the RM 6 wt% cell.



Fig. 4. Hysteresis minimization verified by the electric field strength-dependent haze measurement for various UV exposure conditions when sweeping the cells in the first,
second, and third cycles. (a–c) UV exposure onto a single side of the cells at (a) 5 mW cm�2 for 20 min, (b) 50 mW cm�2 for 20 min, and (c) 50 mW cm�2 for an hour. (d) UV
exposure onto both sides of the cell at 50 mW cm�2 for an hour. (e) Visible wavelength spectrum of the cell from (d) with respect to the electric field strength. (f) Haze
measured in oblique incident angles.

Table 1
The quantified hysteresis.

UV irradiance [mW cm�2] 5 50 50 50
Exposure time [min] 20 20 60 60
UV irradiation side single single single double
aH1-2 [%] 7.2 8.4 6.1 1.8
bH2-3 [%] 1.2 1.8 1.9 0.6

a H1-2: Hysteresis between the first and second measurements.
b H2-3: Hysteresis between the second and third measurements.
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we measured the haze in various incident angles as shown in Fig. 4
(f). The measured haze at the normal view, at the incident angle, 0�,
is �0.95 %, and it increases up to �7 % at the incident angle, ±45�.
This increase in the haze level at oblique angles occurs from the

difference between no,LC and neff
o;RM as explained in the switching

principle.
Fig. 5 shows polarized optical microscopic (POM) and cono-

scopic images of the cells to investigate the original alignment of
LC within polymer network and the hysteresis by observing the
transparent state of the cells before UV exposure and after sweep-
ing electric field strength to the polymer-networked cells of single-
sided and double-sided UV exposures. Before UV exposure, we can
observe that LC molecules are homeotropically aligned by HAM as
shown in Fig. 5(a,b). When the sample cells are placed in between
crossed polarizers, the transparent mode shows a dark state, and
the Maltese cross of isogyres in the conoscopic mode is shown to
suggest the uniformity in the homeotropic LC alignment. After
polymerization and the first sweeping of the electric field strength,
we observed weather the initial dark state is sufficiently recovered:
in the case of single-sided UV exposure, the dark state is not
achieved as shown in Fig. 5(c). In the case of double-sided UV expo-
sure, however, the dark state is almost recovered as shown in Fig. 5
(d).

We took photographs of the sample cells to verify the scattering
mode achieved by applying voltage when the cells are fabricated
under the UV exposures on single side and double sides of the cells
at 50 mW cm�2 for an hour and placed 2 cm away from a printed
image as shown in Fig. 6. When the turn-off state of each cell
shows the transparent state, the printed images are viewed clearly.
Upon ramping up the electric field strength, the samples turn into
4

scattering modes and the printed image becomes hazy owing to
refractive index mismatching between LC and the polymer net-
work. The sample cell with single-sided UV exposure becomes
hazy at 4 V lm�1 (Fig. 6(a)) whereas the sample cell with
double-sided UV exposure becomes hazy at 6 V lm�1 (Fig. 6(b)).
The larger surface area on both sides covered by polymer networks
in Fig. 6(b) can strengthen the anchoring of LC to the surface harder
than that in Fig. 6(a), and thus, the original LC alignment is rela-
tively well recovered in Fig. 6(b).

To verify how the polymer network is formed for two-different
UV exposure conditions, we observed the field emission scanning
electron microscope (FE-SEM) as shown in Fig. 7. After removing
LC from the polymer network by soaking the cells in solvents (n-
Hexane), we cut the cells in a way that we maintain substrates
attached and keep the polymer network not collapsed. As we
expected the single-sided UV exposure gives the polymer network
on only top substrate, but the double-sided UV exposure clearly
produces the polymer network on both top and bottom substrates.
The cross-sectional view clarifies it as we observe the polymer net-
work connected from top to bottom substrate as shown in Fig. 7(b).

We finally confirmed that the demonstrated cells show greater
electro-optic properties than those using polyimide alignment lay-
ers. As shown in Fig. 8, the cell fabricated by using HAM shows the
threshold electric field strength at 3.8 V lm�1 and the haze is
achieved up to �90 % at �9 V lm�1. The cell using polyimide
shows the threshold electric field strength at �4.8 V lm�1 and
reaches the haze �85 % at �10 V lm�1 as shown in Fig. 8(a). The
cue parameters for adjusting or optimizing the haze or clear level
would be the cell thickness and matching refractive indices of LC
and RM. For example, to enhance the haze level, the cell thickness



Fig. 5. Polarized optical microscopic (POM) and conoscopic images of the cells (a, b) before UV exposure and (c, d) after UV exposure and one time voltage sweep when the UV
exposed on (a,c) a single and (b,d) double sides of the cells at 50 mW cm�2 for an hour. The scale bar is 200 lm.

Fig. 6. Photographs of sample cells, fabricated by (a) single-sided and (b) double-sided UV exposures at 50 mW cm�2 for an hour. The scale bar is 2.5 cm, and the cells are
2 cm away from a printed image.
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would be increased while matching the ordinary and extraordinary
refractive indices of LC and RM. In addition, we measured time-
dependent transmittance of both cells as shown in Fig. 8(b). The
cell with HAM shows the turn-on time son � 5 ms and turn-off time
soff � 2.5 ms, and the cell with polyimide shows son � 5.1 ms and
soff � 2.6 ms. We have greater electro-optic property in the electric
field strength-dependent haze measurement with the cell using
HAM than polyimide and similar result in the time-dependent
transmittance measurement.
5. Conclusion

We demonstrate polymer-networked liquid crystal (PNLC) cells
that show an initially transparent state for energy efficiency and
polyimide-free low-temperature processable method. The LC mix-
ture consists of LC (negative dielectric anisotropy), reactive meso-
gen (RM), and homeotropic alignment material (HAM) which can
5

induce the homeotropic alignment of LCs without any surface
treatment. The results clearly show that UV irradiation on both
sides of the cells enables us to produce robust polymer network
for the best electro-optic properties. We can verify not only the ini-
tial homeotropic alignment, a transparent state is well achieved
but also the hysteresis becomes almost eliminated. We believe it
can provide possible way to realize a smart window that does
not require power consumption to keep the transparent state,
which overcomes one of the shortcomings of polymer-dispersed
liquid crystal (PDLC) while achieving a good opaque state up on
applying voltage. In addition, the use of HAM molecules enables
polyimide-free fabrication process, that is, no high-temperature
treatment is required to induce homeotropic alignment of LCs. It
can highly enhance the fabrication efficiency, including cost, time,
and most importantly, opening the applicability to plastic sub-
strates. We believe this proposed device can open a novel way to



Fig. 7. FE-SEM images of polymer networks obtained by removing LCs from the cells. (a) Single-sided and (b) double-sided UV exposures at 50mW for 60 min. The red boxes
are enlarged areas of polymer network observed in between glass substrates. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
web version of this article.)

Fig. 8. (a) The electric field strength-dependent haze curves and (b) time-dependent transmittance curves in the demonstrated cells with HAM and polyimide.
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solve one of the biggest challenges in application to energy-saving
smart windows.
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